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2014-2020 Outcome Plan: At Grade 
Level in Reading, Writing and Math

By June 30, 2020 80% of students will be at or above 
grade level in reading, writing and math.

Math refers to number strand only.



Levels of Work

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Provincial
Leadership Team 
provides sector 
direction, 
reporting, and 
analysis

Divisions
Ministry Personnel
FN Authorities
Tribal Councils

School level planning 
supported from 
Levels 1 and 2



RWM Assessment Plan

Grade Reading Writing Math

1 

2  

3 

4 

5 

6

7 

8 

9 

Other Supports

• Sask Reads

• Writing Rubrics 1-12

• Math Rubrics 1 - 9





• Holistic math rubrics for grades 1-9 for English and French

• Holistic writing rubrics grades 1-12; writing continuum; other resources (SPDU 
exemplars, NESD Compose and Create)

• Sample math prompts for grades 2, 5, and 8 (these prompts connect the 
rubric criteria to the Number Strand outcomes at each grade level)

• A sample, annotated student math solution for a single prompt in each of 
grades 2, 5, and 8 (to demonstrate how the holistic rubric criteria are 
connected to student work)

• Terminology to Support Provincial documents

• Making a Professional Judgement based on the Holistic Rubrics

• Eligible Students for Data Collection document





• Data – emphasis on most recent and most 
consistent

• Artifacts – student math samples across 
outcomes in Number Strand

• Observations – watching students through 
the math process; monitoring 
independence

• Conversations – checking for expression of 
understanding



• Has the student chosen an appropriate 
strategy?

• Did the student apply the strategy 
appropriately?

• Did the student clearly communicate 
their understanding?



Grade 5 
Strategies 
Application 
Expression of Understanding

Place value to 1000000 Create 3 5- digit numbers with the following digits:  0 7 5 5 3
a) Explain the value of the 7 in each of your numbers. 
b) Choose one of your numbers and represent it in as many ways as you can. 
c) Order the numbers from greatest to least. 

Multiplication of whole 
numbers 

Would you use the same strategy to multiply 16 x 36 and 40 x 25? Justify your answer. 
Step 1: Model multiplying 12 x 15 using either an array, base ten blocks, or an area model.   
Step 2: Solve 12 x 15. 
Step 3: Explain how your work in Step 1 and your work in Step 2 are connected. 

Division (3 digit X 1 
digit, remainders) 

You and your two friends win a total of $121. 
a) If you share the money equally, how much money will each of you get? 
b) Is there money left over? If so, how much? 
c) Using denominations of $20, $10, $5, etc., represent your share of the winnings. Do this in at least three 

different ways. 

Estimation and 
computation (rounding, 
compensation, 
compatible #s) 

City leaders decided that there should be one community centre for every 5000 people.  
a) Estimate the number of community centres you think they should build for a population of 28 800 

people?   
b) Is this an over estimation or an under estimation? How do you know? 

Fractions Choose a fraction.  Model this fraction in two ways.   
Find an equivalent fraction and model it using the same two ways as demonstrated above. 
Using that same fraction, place it on a number line.  Place fractions that are both less than and greater than your 
fraction with unlike denominators on your number line.

Decimals place value Create a number line and mark these decimals on the line.
0.415  0.9 2.24  1.283  0.854  2.500 

Choose one of the numbers on the number line.  Model it and turn it into a fraction. 

Addition and 
subtraction of decimals 

A grand piano has a mass of 396.696kg.  An upright piano has a mass of 267.728kg.  
a) Could both pianos be put in a freight elevator with a mass limit of 650kg?  Explain how you know. 

b) About how much over or under the 650kg limit is the combined mass of the two pianos? 







Checking in

• Holistic rubric/ holistic assessment

• Analytical rubric/ analytical assessment

• Artifact

• Independence

• Summative assessment/ Formative assessment

• 6 strands / Number Strand

• Most consistent data/ Most recent data

• Exemplar

• Professional judgement

• Triangulation



• Check out the Assessment resources on the 
Ministry blackboard site

• Seek out your school’s data profile; or build 
one!

• Familiarize yourself with your school 
division/education authority’s reading 
assessment and intervention processes

• Math (Numbers Strand) at grade level is new 
to the sector in 2018-2019 and reported in 
June 2019

• Provide for learning community conversations 
in response to reading, writing and numeracy

• Celebrate student success and teacher 
efficacy!!

Reading, Writing and Math at 
Grade Level


